Metabolic and functional studies on post-mortem human brain.
The evidence that samples of human brain tissue obtained at autopsy may be used as starting material for the isolation of cellular and subcellular preparations which exhibit metabolic and functional activity when incubated in vitro has been reviewed. Supporting evidence has been found in data from model experiments which used animal brain as the source material. Active preparations have been obtained after considerable (up to 24 h) post mortem delays. Such findings are less surprising when the post mortem stability of key tissue components (enzymes, receptors, nucleic acids) and the retention of cellular integrity are examined. The data from these fields have been reviewed and their relevance to functional studies assessed. Studies which use human autopsy material must consider many additional sources of variation not found in experiments with animal brain and the major problems are briefly discussed. It is argued that functional experiments present few, if any, difficulties not already inherent in static analyses of autopsy material and some procedures which help to minimise these difficulties are outlined. Experimentation in this area is greatly aided by the finding that metabolically and functionally active preparations may be obtained from frozen tissue pieces. Dynamic studies provide a new approach for testing hypotheses of the mechanisms underlying human brain disorders and for studying the actions of neuroactive drugs in man.